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INTRODUCTION
Richard Wright was one of famous American authors. He wrote some novels, short stories, poems, and non-fictions. Many of his works concern with racial theme. One of his novels is Black Boy: A Record of Childhood and Youth. It is considered to be a semi autobiography, because the novel tells about his early life then moved to Chicago. He started his writing career and became involved with Political Party in that town. This novel was written in 1945 and became best seller.
Having read this novel, the writer found interesting language phenomenon, i.e. the use of swearing. Richard Wright used many swearing expressions in the novel. It is easy to find swearing expression such as Damn, Hell, Goddamn, Sonofabitch in this novel. Swearing is an offensive word, usually as an expression of anger. Swearing is considered to be impolite and taboo so that many people avoid it.
Swearing is often associated with negative emotion such as anger, disappointment.
Actually swearing can be related to the positive emotion. Swearing can be used to express relief, happiness or even admiration. It depends on the context. Swearing as one of language expressions is influenced by the context surrounded it.
Broadly speaking, context is the environment where the utterance or expression happens. Mey (1993; 38) defines context as the surroundings, in the widest sense, that the participants in the communication process to interact, and that make the linguistics expression of their interaction intelligible. Context can bring swearing expression to be positive or negative emotion. For example the word damn can mean negative when it is spoken by a who gets angry after knowing that his girlfriend had an affair with his friend. On the other hand, damn can mean positive when it is used by the speaker who finally accidentally meets his old friend with whom he have not seen yet since high school graduation. So, to sum up, context plays an important part in determining meaning of an utterance or expression.
Swearing is common in languages but not universal. There are some communities such as Indian America, Malay, and most of Polynesian languages do not swear (Montagu in Geoffrey, 1998; 3) . Swearing is influenced by culture and belief of the society using the swearing. In one society maybe a certain word is not considered as swearing but in another society maybe that certain word is swearing. For example is jangkrik (cricket) which is considered as swearing in East Java, Indonesia but not in Central Java, Indonesia. Jangkrik (cricket) is a name of animal. There are many animals used as swearing such as dog, bitch and pig. Besides, there are still many sources used as swearing expression such as part of body for instance eyes and lips (mata dan bibir in Javanese society), ass (in English language).
Swearing can be also got from the bad behavior of someone such as silly, stupid (bodoh in Indonesia).
The writer is interested in the English swearing found in Richard Wright"s Black Boy so that the writer had a research on it. The research focused on the type of swearing and linguistic forms used on swearing found in Richard Wright"s Black Boy.
Previous Study
Swearwords seem to be very interesting to study hence there are many researches dealing with swearwords. The researchers presented some previous researches dealing with swearword to complete the researchers" study. Ririn Febrima and Rusdi Noor Rose in Swearwords Found in Chat Room Yahoo Messenger (2012) focus their study on kinds of swearwords used by the people in Indian Chat Room Yahoo Messenger and the functions of swearwords used by the people in Indian Chat Room Yahoo Messenger. This research shows that there are 6 kinds of swearwords used in Indian Chat Room Yahoo Messenger such as the swearwords related to (1) supernatural or internal power of Gods, angels and devils (2) swearwords related to the future life (3) swearwords related to the names of ancestors and heroes (4) oaths by natural objects, forces, and phenomena (5) vulgar or obscene words (6) oaths by animals, plants, and their products. Meanwhile, the swearwords used in this chat room functions as anger, joke, surprise, unbelievable, promise, convince, and disappointment.
Elisa Nuraini, A comparative Study of English and Indonesian Swear Words on English and Indonesian Movie (2009) emphasizes on the linguistics form types of the swearwords employed by the characters in Indonesian and English Movies and the meaning of the swear words found in Indonesian and English Movie. The result of the study shows that the type of swearwords employed by the characters in Indonesian and English Movies are single word, compound word, noun phrase, verb phrase, and adjective phrase. Besides, the research shows that the meanings of swearword are to express anger, to intensify, to express annoyance, to insult, to disprove one"s statement, to express surprise and to mock.
The two previous studies mentioned used chat room and movies to get the data, while this research uses novel, The Black Boy by Richard Wright to get the data. In addition this research focuses on kinds of swearing and linguistic forms found in Richard Wright"s Black Boy.
Taboo
Taboo is closely related to swearing so that"s why it is necessary to discuss it. Taboo comes from Tongan language, an Austronesia language of the Polynesian branch spoken in Tonga (in Pacific Ocean). Taboo was firstly introduced into English by Captain Cook in 1777.
Broadly speaking, taboo means forbidden to be said, to be used because of its contradiction to the value in the society and culture.
Winick (in Laksana, 2009; 17) defines taboo is a prohibition, which, if violated, leads to an automatic penalty inflicted by magic and religion. Frazer in (Laksana, 2009; 25) classifies taboo into taboo of action, taboo of people, taboo of property, and taboo of words.
Furthermore, Frazer classifies taboo words into taboo of parents" name, taboo of family, taboo of dead people, taboo of sacred person or animal, taboo of God"s name, and taboo of certain words.
In addition (Wijana; 242) mentions that taboo can appear in three ways such as taboo of fear, taboo of delicacy, and taboo of property. Taboo of fear refers to the forbidden of mentioning God"s name, spirit and animal. The example of this taboo is taboo word for animal such as bear which people prefer calling it honey eater because of its totem power (Geoffrey,1998; 8) . When people avoid of naming something that is not worth saying such as name of disease and death, it is the implementation of taboo of delicacy. Geoffrey (1998; 10) states that virtually all societies have, for instance taboo against direct reference to death: invariably preferred is some euphemism concerning journey to unknown destination, such as pass on, pass away or more uplifting variant of Salvation Army, promoted to the glory. Taboo of property has something to do with sexual, parts of body as well as their function.
Swearing
Swearing is usually known as a word or phrase considered unacceptable in polite language, and used to express strong feeling such as anger, or to give offense. Montagu (in Laksana, 2001; 26) states that swearing is the act of verbally expressing the feeling aggressiveness that follows upon frustration in words possessing strong emotional association.
Another definition is given by Crystal (1992; 61) , swearing is the complex and sophisticated expression that may be found in religion, legal and formal context. At the other, there are many daily examples of taboo speech, usually profanities or obscenities that express such emotion as hatred, antagonism, frustration and surprises. To sum up, it can be said that swearing is a kind of verbal expression used to express strong emotion association such as anger, hatred, frustration, and surprises.
Crystal mentions the sources of swearing such as things that have something to do with sexual activity, secretion, and supernatural (1992; 61). Still from Crystal, swearing is classified into (1) parts of body and their functions that are considered taboo and impolite in the society such as ball and four letter words, (2) name of God, evil, holy place, hereafter life, saint people such as God, Dear Lord, Heaven, Hell, by heard of the Prophet.
Ajib Rosidi in Kata Makian in http://sainstory.wordpress.com/2011/12/01/kata-katamakian/, classifies swearing into (1) those which have something to do with religion and belief (2) those which have something to do with sex (3) those which have something to do with parts of body (4) those which have something to do with function of human body (5) those which have something to do with synonymy of stupidity (6) which swearing has something to do with racial issues and sexuality, such as nigger, which means people having black skin.
Linguistic Forms
Language consists of two elements i.e. form and meaning. Linguistic form includes phonological units such as phonemes and syllables. On the other hand, grammatical units such as morphemes, phrases, clauses, sentences, and discourses (Ramlan, 2005; 21) a. Word
Word is the smallest of linguistic units which can occur on its own speech or writing (Richard, 1985 ; 311) Similar definition of word from Crystal saying that word is the smallest unit of linguistic that can stand independently. In the written form, word is separated by spaces and in the spoken form; it is recognized by pause (Crystal, 1992;  xxx)
To sum up, the two definitions are viewed word from the orthographical point of view.
Word is classified into content word and function word. Content word refers to object, events, and abstract concept. Content words consist of noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. On the other hand, function words are those kinds of words that are often best 7 defined by its function (Aronoff and Fudeman, 2005; 40) . Articles, conjunctions, pronouns, prepositions are the examples of function words.
b. Phrase
Richard mentions that phrase is a group of words which form grammatical units. A phrase does not contain a finite verb and does not have a subject-predicative structure (1985; 39) . Based on the definition there is no finite verb and subject-predication on a phrase, however a phrase consists elements name Headword and modifier.
Based on its headword, phrase can be classified into noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, and adverb phrase.
c. Clause and Sentence
Clause is a group of words which form a grammatical unit and which contains a subject and finite verb. A clause forms a sentence of part of a sentence and often functions as a noun, an adjective, or an adverb (Richard, 1985; 39) Clause has already had a subject and predicate but clause cannot stand independently because the meaning of clause is not complete yet.
RESEARCH METHODS
This is a descriptive qualitative research which observed the phenomenon of swearing found in novel entitles Black Boy by Richard Wright. The data of this research is swearing found in Richard Wright"s Black Boy as the main source of data. The method of collecting data used is observation and teknik lanjut catat. The data found are recorded then are given codes. The coding system is data number/title of novel/chapter/page/data such as 001/BB/017/damn thing. The writer used all the data so there was no data reduction. This research is used theory triangulation.
DISCUSSION

a. Type of Swearing Used on Richard Wright's Black Boy
Based on the analysis, the types of swearing words used on Richard Wright"s Black Boy are; Hog is a male pig with its sexual organ removed that is allowed to grow large so it can be eaten its meat. Hog and pig usually symbolize greediness so in informal use pig and hog means greedy persons. Besides, there is some swearing having something to do with white skin, such as white, white man, white people like the following ones:
Religion Terms
a. "…. But I didn"t want to sell Betsy to white people" "Why?" "Because they"re white," I said (017/BB/II/81/white) b. "They say a white man bit a colored man up north and that colored man bit that white man, knocked him cold, and nobody did a damn thing! Urgent wish to believe in fight" (026/BB/III/white man, colored man) 
Stupidity Synonymy
No
b. Linguistic Forms
The most dominant linguistic forms used in swearing found in Richard Wright"s Black
Boy are words and phrases. There is also a swearing in the form of sentence.
Word
The swearing expression in word forms that are found in Richard Wright"s Black 
Phrase
The next linguistic unit used in swearing expression is phrase. Phrase is a group of words with headword and modifier. There are two kinds of phrases used as swearing in this novel. They are noun phrase and adjective phrase.
a. Noun Phrase
Noun phrase is a phrase with noun as its headword. The modifier can be noun, All the swearing words (in bold capital letters) are functioning as modifiers.
They modify the headwords in the noun phrase. The noun phrases above consist of swearing both as headword and modifier. The headwords are bold typed and the modifiers are italic.
b. Adjective Phrase
This kind of phrase has adjective as its headword. The modifier for this phrase is usually adverb. The followings are the adjective phrases found in this novel;
a. "What so damn FUNNY about that?" She asked (040/BB/V/160/damn funny) b. "Sometimes I get so goddamn MAD I want to kill everybody," he spat I a rage. "I like to sleep too goddamn MUCH. I"ll die here. Or maybe they"ll kill me" (111/BB/XIII/281/ goddamn mad, goddamn much)
The above phrases have adjectives (in capital letters) as their headwords and adverbs (in bold type) as modifiers. The swearing words on the sentences are functioning as modifiers.
Sentences
The biggest linguistic unit in swearing found in this novel is sentence. The followings are the sentences with swearing:
a. "Ha ha ha….Yeah, goddamnit they"ll catch you (024/BB/III/90/godamnit) b. "Goddamn. I thought. It happened quicker than I had expected.
(049/BB/VI/170/Goddamn).
The two swearing expressions found in the novel are in the form of sentence but they are written with no spaces. They should be God damn and God damn it.
